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Abstract
A gate exhaustive test set applies all possible input
combinations to each gate in a combinational circuit, and
observes the gate response at an observation point such
as a primary output or a scan cell. In this paper, we
analyze the effectiveness of the gate exhaustive test metric
in detecting defective chips, and compare it with the
single stuck-at fault, the N-detect, and the transition fault
test metrics. Results from the Stanford CRC ELF35 and
ELF18 test experiments show that gate exhaustive test sets
are more efficient than single stuck-at and N-detect test
sets in terms of the ability to detect defective chips and
test length. It is also shown that test sets with higher
values of the gate exhaustive coverage have better test
quality.

1.

Introduction

Test chip experiments over several technology generations
have clearly demonstrated the need for new test metrics
for grading test sets and for automatic test pattern
generation (ATPG) [McCluskey 00, McCluskey 04]. A
test metric is a measure of the completeness of a test, and
is also used to guide test pattern generation. Examples of
test metrics include the single stuck-at fault (SSF) test
metric, the N-detect test metric [Ma 95, McCluskey 00],
the transition test metric [Waicukauski 88] and the TARO
test metric [Tseng 01a]. A fault model is a representation
of the effects of defects on chip behaviors. A fault model
may be described at logic, circuit, or physical levels of
abstraction. Examples of fault models include stuck-at
faults, bridging faults, stuck-open faults, and path delay
faults.
Traditionally, the SSF test metric has been extensively
used because it is easy to use, and many ATPG tools
support the SSF model. However, it is demonstrated in
[Ma 95, McCluskey 00, McCluskey 04] that N-detect test
sets are more effective than 100% SSF test sets in
detecting defective chips. An N-detect test set is defined as
a test set in which each stuck-at fault is detected either by
N “different” tests or by the maximum number of different
tests if it is impossible to find such N different tests [Ma
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95, McCluskey 00]. Recently, several papers have
discussed the use of the N-detect test metric for industrial
designs such as ASICs and microprocessors [Benware 03,
Venkataraman 04].
There are three fundamental issues related to the use of the
N-detect test metric. First, what value of N should be
used? For the Murphy experiment, a 5-detect test set
detected all defective cores [Ma 95, McCluskey 00].
However, in the Stanford CRC ELF35 [McCluskey 04]
and ELF18 [Mitra 04] experiments, 15-detect test sets did
not detect all defective cores. The second issue with Ndetect tests is test length. It was observed that the test
lengths of N-detect test sets grow approximately linearly
with N [Pomeranz 03, Venkataraman 04]. Finally, the
open question with N-detect test metric is: how “different”
should the different test patterns targeting a fault N times
be? This issue has been addressed in [Tseng 01b, Blanton
03, Dworak 04].
The above discussion indicates that we should continue to
search for better test metrics. One candidate test metric is
the gate exhaustive test metric, described in [McCluskey
93]. A gate exhaustive test set is defined as a test set that
applies all possible input combinations to each gate and
observes the gate response at an observation point such as
a primary output or a scan cell. The gates can be
elementary gates, complex gates, or circuit segments. With,
at most, a single bad gate, all Boolean (logical) faults
would be detected (unless some gate inputs are redundant)
[McCluskey 93]. The effectiveness of a gate exhaustive
test set in detecting various kinds of faults such as
bridging faults and transistor stuck-on faults is
demonstrated by simulation [Blanton 97].
In this work, we compare the test escapes and the test
lengths of 100% SSF, N-detect, transition, and gate
exhaustive test sets for actual chips used in the Stanford
CRC ELF35 and ELF18 test experiments. We also show
the correlation between the gate exhaustive coverage
metric and the ability of a test set to detect defective cores.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the background material about gate exhaustive
testing. The concept of the gate exhaustive test metric and
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the calculation of gate exhaustive coverage metric is
presented in Sec. 3. In Sec. 4, we report experimental
results to support the effectiveness of gate exhaustive test
sets. Section 5 presents the N-detect stuck-at fault
simulation results of gate exhaustive tests, and Sec. 6
concludes the paper.

2.

Background

Exhaustive testing of a combinational circuit applies all
possible input combinations to the inputs of the circuit
under test (CUT), and it ensures detection of all
irredundant combinational defects (defects that do not
introduce additional states) in the circuit. The major
problem with an exhaustive test set is the number of test
patterns.
The test length issue of exhaustive test sets can be
alleviated by pseudoexhaustive testing technique
[McCluskey 84]. Pseudoexhaustive testing partitions a
circuit into segments such that the number of inputs of
every segment is significantly smaller than the number of
primary inputs of the circuit. Exhaustive testing is
performed for each segment. However, it is difficult and
computationally intensive to find the optimum partitions
because the problem is NP-complete [Shperling 87].
In gate exhaustive test set generation, the segment is
reduced to each gate in the CUT. The gates can be
elementary gates (e.g., AND, OR, NAND, NOR, inverter),
complex gates (e.g., XOR, multiplexer, adder, etc.), or
circuit segments. Exhaustive input combinations are
applied to each gate and the gate response is observed at
some observation points. So, the gate exhaustive test
metric does not use fault models to generate test patterns.

gate inputs with the gate output being sensitized to at least
one observation point.
Definition 4: The gate exhaustive coverage (GEC) of a
test set is defined as the ratio of the total number of all
distinct observed input combinations of all gates in the
circuit to the total number of all distinct observable input
combinations of all gates in the circuit.
In general, we may not be able to apply all possible input
combinations to an internal gate and observe its response
at some observation points [McCluskey 93]. The circuits
in Fig. 1 are used to show examples of nonobservable gate
input combinations.
The circuit in Fig. 1 (a) is an implementation of a
multiplexer, and it is used to show a gate input
combination that cannot be applied to the inputs of a gate.
In the circuit in Fig. 1 (a), the (J1, J2) = (1, 1) combination
cannot be applied to the inputs of gate J.
Figure 1 (b) is used to show an example of a gate input
combination that cannot be sensitized to any observation
point. When the (H1, H2) = (0, 0) combination is applied
to the inputs of gate H, the output of gate H cannot be
sensitized to the output of the circuit (Z) because the
sensitization path is blocked by gate J.

(a)

Example circuit to show a gate input
combination that cannot be applied to a
gate

(b)

Example circuit to show a gate input
combination that cannot be sensitized to
any observation point

Figure 1

Example circuits to show nonobservable
gate input combinations

Note that chips with sequence dependent defects may not
be detected by gate exhaustive testing technique. If a chip
has sequence dependent defects, the test results of the chip
depend on the order of the patterns [Li 02].

3.

The gate exhaustive test metric

In order to compare the effectiveness of test sets we
develop the gate exhaustive coverage metric. We need the
following definitions for that purpose.
Definition 1: An observed input combination of a gate is
an input combination that is applied to the gate inputs with
the gate output being sensitized to at least one observation
point such as a primary output or a scan cell.
Definition 2: An observable input combination of a gate
is an input combination that can be applied to the gate
inputs with the gate output being sensitized to at least one
observation point.
Definition 3: A nonobservable input combination of a
gate is an input combination that cannot be applied to the
Paper 31.3

Expression 1 shows the calculation of the GEC. In
Expression 1, N is the total number of gates in the CUT.
Function f i (j) is defined as 1 if and only if the binary
combination corresponding to the decimal number j is
applied to the inputs of gate i and at the same time the
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response of gate i is observed at some observation points.
ni is the number of the inputs of gate i and NOi is the
number of the nonobservable input combinations of gate i
N 2 ni −1

∑ ∑ f ( j)
i

GEC =

i =1 j = 0
N
ni

∑

× 100

(1)

(2 − NOi )

i =1

The circuit in Fig. 2 is used to illustrate the concept of the
gate exhaustive testing and the calculation of the GEC.

Figure 2

Example circuit to illustrate
exhaustive testing and the GEC

the

Another example to illustrate the concept of gate
exhaustive testing and the GEC is shown in Fig. 3. In the
circuit shown in Fig. 3, the (G1, G2) = (0, 0), (0, 1), and
(1, 0) combinations cannot be sensitized to any
observation point. And the (J1, J2) = (0, 1) combination
cannot be applied to the inputs of gate J. A 100% SSF test
set for the circuit in Fig. 3 is {(A, B, C) | (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1),
(1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1)}. From Table 2, the GEC of the 100%
SSF test set is calculated to be 83.3% (= (1 + 3 + 2 + 4) /
((4 – 3) + 4 + (4 – 1) + 4)). A gate exhaustive test set for
the circuit is {(A, B, C) | (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1,
1), (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0)}. From Table 2, the GEC of the gate
exhaustive test set is calculated to be 100% (= (1 + 4 + 3 +
4) / ((4 – 3) + 4 + (4 – 1) + 4).

gate

For the circuit in Fig. 2, the (J1, J2) = (1, 1) combination
and the (H1, H2, H3) = (0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1)
combinations are nonobservable gate input combinations.
One 100% SSF test set is {(A, B, C) | (0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1), (1,
0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1)}. The SSF test set applies
all possible input combinations to the inputs of gate G
with the output of gate G being sensitized to Z. But it does
not apply the (H1, H2, H3) = (1, 0, 0) combination to the
inputs of gate H. Table 1 shows the number of all gate
input combinations, the number of all nonobservable gate
input combinations, and the number of observed gate input
combinations in the circuit. From the data in Table 1, the
GEC for this SSF test set is calculated to be 92.3% (= (4 +
5 + 3) / (4 + (8 – 2) + (4 – 1)) × 100).
Table 1

Table to calculate the GEC for the circuit in
Fig. 2
Number of observed
Number of
Number of all
gate input
nonobservable
Gate
gate input
combinations
gate input
combinations
100%
Gate
combinations
SSF
exhaustive
G
4
0
4
4
H
8
2
5
6
J
4
1
3
3

A gate exhaustive test for this circuit is {(A, B, C) | (0, 0,
0), (1, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 0)}.
In this case, the (A, B, C) = (1, 0, 0) combination is added
to the 100% SSF test set to construct the gate exhaustive
test set. From the data in Table 1, the GEC for this gate
Paper 31.3

exhaustive test set is calculated to be 100% (= (4 + 6 + 3)
/ (4 + (8 – 2) + (4 – 1)) × 100).

Figure 3

Example circuit to illustrate gate exhaustive
testing

Table 2

Table to calculate the GEC for the circuit in
Fig. 3
Number of observed
Number of
Number of all
gate input
nonobservable
gate input
Gate
combinations
gate input
combinations
100%
Gate
combinations
SSF
exhaustive
G
4
3
1
1
H
4
0
3
4
J
4
1
2
3
K
4
0
4
4

4.

Experimental results

Gate exhaustive test sets for the ELF35 [McCluskey 04]
and the ELF18 [Mitra 04] cores were generated using the
Encounter Test Design Edition tool [Cadence 03] from
Cadence. In order to generate a gate exhaustive test, we
used the pattern fault feature available in the tool. A
pattern fault is defined as a stuck-at fault with logic value
constraints on a set of nets [Cadence 03].
An example of a pattern fault is given in Fig. 4. The
pattern fault is the Z stuck-at 1 fault with the logic value
constraints of (A) = (0) and (B) = (0). So, if the pattern
fault is detected, the (A, B) = (0, 0) combination is
observed as some observation points. The exhaustive gate
input combinations and the corresponding gate output
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stuck-at faults for all gate types used in the CUTs are
specified using pattern faults. If a gate input combination
is nonobservable, it is classified as a redundant fault by the
ATPG tool.

Figure 4

Example circuit to explain a pattern fault

The experiment was conducted on the ELF35 and the
ELF18 cores and SSF test sets, N-detect test sets (N = 2 to
15), transition test sets, and gate exhaustive test sets were
tested. Table 3 explains the test sets used in the
experiments.
A transition test pattern consists of two patterns denoted
by (V1, V2). To detect a slow-to-rise (slow-to-fall) fault on
a node, V1 sets the target node to 0 (1), and V2 detects the
stuck-at 0 (1) faults on the target node.
In a scan-based circuit, the transition tests are applied
using skewed-load [Savir 93], also called launch-on-shift,
or broadside [Savir 94], also called launch-on-capture
method. In this work, the transition test was generated by
broadside method. In broadside method, the effect of V1 is
captured on scan cells when launch clock is applied and
those captured logic values are used to launch transitions.
If the fault effect of V1 is captured by some scan flip-flops
and propagated to some observation points when the next
capture clock is applied, then the V1 can contribute to the
Table 3

Explanation of test sets used in the
experiment

Test set

Description

100% SSF
2-detect
3-detect
5-detect
10-detect
15-detect
Transition
Gate
exhaustive
XOR &
MUX
exhaustive
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A test that detects all possible SSFs at least one
time
A test that detects all possible SSFs at least two
times
A test that detects all possible SSFs at least three
times
A test that detects all possible SSFs at least five
times
A test that detects all possible SSFs at least ten
times
A test that detects all possible SSFs at least fifteen
times
A test that detects all possible transition faults
A test that observes all possible input
combinations to each gate
A test that detects all possible SSFs at least one
time and observes all possible input combinations
to XOR gates and multiplexers

detection of defective cores. In order to consider the effect
of V1, the simulation results for V1 and V2 are merged to
find the GEC for the union of V1 and V2 (V1 ସGV2). So, if
one input combination to a gate is observed by either V1 or
V2, the gate input combination is considered to be
observed in the calculation of the GEC for V1 ସ V2. The
GECs for transition tests are presented in Table 4.
Table 4
GEC for transition tests
Core
V1
V2
ELF35
71.3%
83.5%
ELF18
85.2%
94.8%

V1 ସGV2
84.8%
96.5%

The ELF35 chips were fabricated by LSI Logic using their
G10P standard cell technology (Leff = 0.35 micron) and
Vdd is 3.3V. Over ten thousand chips were tested and we
collected 324 cores that failed at least one of the 278 test
sets applied at 2 voltages (3.3V and 1.4V) and 3 test
speeds (fast, rated, and slow). The fast clock cycle time is
the minimum clock cycle time at which all the good cores
can operate and this clock cycle time was determined
using shmoo plot for all good cores. The rated clock cycle
time and slow clock cycle time are 1.08 times fast clock
cycle time and 3 times fast clock cycle time, respectively.
The ELF35 chips consist of 4 combinational cores and 2
sequential cores. The defects that are present on the chips
are only those that occurred naturally during fabrication.
No artificial defects were inserted [McCluskey 04]. In this
experiment, 324 defective cores were tested at the rated
clock speed and the operating voltage was 3.3V. In the
experiments, the gate exhaustive test set detected all
defective cores.
The ELF18 chips were manufactured in the Philips 0.18
micron Corelib technology, and Vdd is 1.8V. The R.E.A.L.
Digital Signal processor is implemented in the DSP cores,
and each chip contains 6 cores [Mitra 04]. More than
70,000 test chips were fabricated and 300 defective cores
are used in this experiment. The rated clock speed of
ELF18 RDMR core is 20MHz, but in this test the cores
were tested at 5MHz. The operating voltage was 1.8V. If a
core failed any of the test sets, the core was classified as a
defective core.
Table 5 shows the number of fabricated chips and the
interesting cores (defective cores) used in the experiment.
The interesting cores failed at least one test set that was
applied to the cores.
Table 5

The number of test chips and defective
cores for ELF35 and ELF18
Number of cores
Total number of
Core
used in the
fabricated chips
experiment
ELF35
> 10,000
324
ELF18
> 70,000
300
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detected all defective cores. In the ELF18 experiment, the
gate exhaustive test set showed the same defect coverage
as the 5-detect test set. However, the test length of the gate
exhaustive test set was shorter than that of the 5-detect test
set. The 15-detect test set could not detect more defective
cores than the 5-detect test set even if we applied almost 3
times more test patterns.

Table 6 shows the number of gates, the number of all gate
input combinations, and the number of all nonobservable
gate input combinations for the ELF35 [McCluskey 04]
and the ELF18 [Mitra 04] chips. The numbers are the
summations for all cores in a chip.
Table 6

Circuit information to calculate the GEC for
the ELF35 and the ELF18 cores
Number of all
Number of
Number of
Circuit
gate input
nonobservable gate input
gates
combinations
combinations
ELF35
54,242
859,766
367,237
ELF18 322,392
969,852
228,072

In the ELF18 experiment, the two defective cores that
escaped the 15-detect test set and the gate exhaustive test
set were classified to have sequence dependent defects.
In the ELF18 experiment, two 100% SSF test sets were
generated; one was generated using a complex gate level
netlist and the other was generated using an elementary
gate level netlist. The SSF test set generated using an
elementary gate level netlist detected one more defective
core than the SSF test set generated using a complex gate
level netlist, and this test quality difference can be
explained by the GECs of the test sets.

The experimental results for the ELF35 cores and the
ELF18 cores are shown in Table 7 and Table 8,
respectively.
The test lengths for each test set are shown in the second
column of Table 7 and Table 8. The test length of the gate
exhaustive test set in the ELF35 experiment is shorter than
that of the 2-detect test set, but the gate exhaustive test set

A test set, which is SSF test set with the exception that it

Table 7

Ȼ

Results for the ELF35 cores
Transition
SSF test
fault coverage
Test set
Test Length
coverage
(%)
(%)
100% SSF
3,272
99.6
2-detect
6,189
99.6
3-detect
9,123
99.6
5-detect
14,972
99.6
10-detect
29,521
99.6
15-detect
44,227
99.6
Transition
4,992
98.5
Gate
5,655
99.6
exhaustive
All tests are generated using complex gate level netlist.
GEC is calculated for V1 ସ V2
Results for the ELF18 cores
SSF test
Test set
Test Length
coverage
(%)
100% SSF
427
100.0
Ȼ
100% SSF
453
100.0
2-detect
795
100.0
3-detect
1,152
100.0
5-detect
1,841
100.0
10-detect
3,554
100.0
15-detect
5,290
100.0
Transition
792
XOR & MUX
856
100.0
exhaustive
Gate
1,528
100.0
exhaustive

GEC
(%)

Test
Escapes

85.7
88.6
90.3
92.9
94.1
95.9
GȻ
84.8

3
3
3
1
1
1
3

98.3

0

GEC
(%)

Test
Escapes

93.4
94.2
95.2
96.3
97.2
98.0
98.2
ȼ
96.5

4
3
3
3
Ʌ
2
Ʌ
1
Ʌ
2
0

94.8

3

Test
generation
time [sec]
244
392
525
828
1,526
2,183
506

Test speed

Rated clock
(For transition
test, rated clock
speed was used
for launch and
capture)

6,843

Table 8

Transition
fault coverage
(%)
99.7
-

99.0

2

Test
generation
time [sec]
198
462
320
430
679
1,232
1,811
742

Test speed

5 MHz clock
(For transition
test, 5 MHz
clock speed was
used for launch
and capture)

2,799
Ʌ

3,766

Ȼ

Generated using elementary gate level netlist. Other tests are generated using complex gate level netlist.
GEC is calculated for V1 ସ V2
Ʌ
Classified as chips with sequence dependent defects

ȼ
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observes exhaustive input combinations to XOR gates and
multiplexers, was tested and the result is shown in XOR &
MUX exhaustive row in Table 8. This test set has 3 test
escapes.

3 times and 2 times longer than the 15-detect test sets for
the ELF35 and the ELF18 cores, respectively. The test
sets were generated on Sun-Blade-1000 with Solaris 2.8
operating system.

The SSF test coverage for each test set is given in Table 7
and Table 8. The SSF test coverage is calculated as the
ratio of the number of all detected SSFs to the number of
all detectable SSFs.

5.
N-Detect stuck-at fault simulation of
gate exhaustive tests
N-detect stuck-at fault simulation is done on gate
exhaustive tests, 100% SSF tests, and 15-detect tests.
Figure 5 and Fig. 6 show the N-detect stuck-at fault
simulation results for the ELF35 and the ELF18 test sets,
respectively. Along the x-axis we plot the number of times
a stuck-at fault is detected. And along the y-axis, we plot
the number of stuck-at faults detected by the given number
of times. For example, for the 15-detect test sets, most
stuck-at faults are detected more than 15 times. For the
gate exhaustive test sets, many stuck-at faults are detected
less than 15 times. From these results, we can find that the
quality of gate exhaustive test sets does not come from the
multiple detections of stuck-at faults. In other words, the
quality of gate exhaustive test sets is not obtained from the

Some gate input combinations are not observed and are
not identified as nonobservable gate input combinations
because the detection of the pattern faults are aborted. So,
the GECs of gate exhaustive test sets are lower than 100%.
From Table 7 and Table 8, it is shown that the ability of a
test set to detect defective cores increases as the GEC of
the test set increases except the 10-detect test set for the
ELF18 experiment.
The test generation times are given under the test
generation time column of Table 7 and Table 8. The test
generation times of the gate exhaustive test sets are almost

Number of stuck-at faults

10,000

95,297

8,000

65,083

6,000
51,316

4,000
100% SSF
Gate exhaustive

2,000

15-detect

0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11 12

13

14 15 >15

N -detection

N-detect stuck-at fault simulation results: ELF35

Number of stuck-at faults

Figure 5
5,000

99,137

4,000

83,894

3,000

69,358

2,000
100% SSF
Gate exhaustive

1,000

15-detect
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15 >15

N-detection

Figure 6
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N-detect stuck-at fault simulation results: ELF18
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fortuitous detection by adding more patterns that detect
stuck-at faults multiple times.

6.

Conclusions

Experimental results on actual chips demonstrate the
effectiveness of the gate exhaustive test sets in detecting
defective chips. Test sets with higher gate exhaustive
coverage detect more defective chips. This result makes
the gate exhaustive test metric suitable for grading test
thoroughness and also for test pattern generation.
Commercial ATPG tools can be used to generate gate
exhaustive test sets. Moreover, as outlined in this paper,
the gate exhaustive test metric avoids several open
questions associated with the N-detect test metric.
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